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2\ = sound speed in injection reservoir, m · s−1

2th = sound speed at nozzle throat, m · s−1

21 = sound speed in upstream section, m · s−1

22 = sound speed in downstream section, m · s−1

5ref = pistonphone reference frequency, Hz

!0 = effective injection cross-section fit parameter, m

!1 = effective injection cross-section fit parameter, m

"1 = Mach number in the upstream section

"2 = Mach number in the downstream section

"inj = effective injection-jet Mach number

¤<1 = mass flux in the upstream section, kg · s−1

¤<\ = mass flux of tangential injection, kg · s−1

?′1 = upstream acoustic pressure signal, Pa

?′2 = downstream acoustic pressure signal, Pa

|?′ref | = pistonphone calibration pressure, dB

?\ = absolute injection reservoir pressure, bar

?atm = atmospheric pressure, bar

'1 = upstream pipe section radius, m
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'2 = downstream pipe section radius, m

'\ = injector outlet surface radius, m

'valve = valve outlet surface radius of a single port, m

'eff = effective valve outlet surface radius, m

'th = nozzle throat radius, m

'∗ = critical injection radius, m

( 9 = effective injection-jet cross-section, m2

)atm = temperature in the laboratory, K

+set = volume of upstream settling chamber m3

+valve = valve trigger pulse, V

+\ = volume of tangential injection reservoir, m3

Ucrt = fit coefficient for fit of critical tangential-injection data, kg · s−1 · Pa−1

W = specific heat ratio, W ≡ 2?/2E

d = local density, kg ·m−3

d1 = density upstream from the choked convergent-divergent nozzle, kg ·m−3

d2 = density downstream from the choked convergent-divergent nozzle,kg ·m−3

d\ = injection air density, kg ·m−3

g\ = injection time, s

I. Introduction
Engineering systems employing turbulent combustion usually have high levels of noise production, due both to direct

and indirect combustion-noise sources. Direct sources, due to unsteady gas expansion in flames, have been widely

studied [1–4]. Indirect sources include entropy noise, caused by entropy patches (localised gradients in the flow’s

thermodynamic state which arise from non-uniform combustion), and vorticity noise, caused by vortices. Entropy

patches and vortices produce sound waves as they exit the area of combustion through a nozzle or turbine. Some of

these are radiated into the environment, and some are reflected back into the combustion chamber. The latter can induce

the production of new entropy and vorticity noise sources. Under certain circumstances this results in a feedback loop

that promotes combustion instability. Indirect-combustion noise driven thermoacoustic combustion-chamber instability

is a problem in aeroengines, electrical-power generation turbines and solid rocket motors [2, 3, 5, 7–12]. Entropy noise

has been widely studied, as evidenced by the high number of citations of two seminal articles by Marble and Candel

[13] and Ffowcs Williams and Howe [14]. Vorticity noise has received far less attention.

In the case of vorticity noise, one should distinguish between sound produced by vorticity oriented normal to the
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main flow, and that produced by vorticity oriented parallel (swirl) to the main flow. Most combustors used in gas

turbines and aeroengines are swirl-stabilised, i.e, in these a significant vorticity component is created parallel to the

main flow. Kings and Bake [15] investigated parallel-component vorticity noise experimentally in isolation, by means

of pulsated tangential air injections into a steady flow upstream from a choked nozzle.

Recently, Hirschberg et al. [16] argued that in this experiment, sound production is due to a reduction of the mass

flux through the nozzle as the upstream-generated swirling flow structure is ingested. The analysis of Hirschberg et

al. [16] employed a quasi-steady quasi-cylindrical analytical model, which indicated that the upstream swirl-intensity

change due to unsteady-tangential injection was the driving parameter for sound production. During ingestion the axial

vortex (swirl) is elongated. Due to conservation of angular momentum the tangential velocity is increased. This implies

that part of the available stagnation enthalpy is not available for the axial flow velocity component. Consequently, the

mass flow through the critical nozzle throat reduces. This reduction in mass flow induces a diminished axial flow

velocity downstream of the nozzle and an expansion wave is generated in the downstream pipe. Assuming quasi-steady

behavior and an anechoic downstream pipe termination, this expansion wave will have a constant amplitude as long as

the swirl at the nozzle throat is not changed.

A major problem in the experiment of Kings and Bake [15] is that acoustic reflections at the downstream open-pipe

termination obscure the signal of the swirl-nozzle interaction. This spurious effect was mitigated in a new series of

experiments presented here, through the extension of the downstream pipe. Additional improvements to the swirl-nozzle

interaction experiment were identified. These included using an injection reservoir of known volume +\ for the unsteady

tangential injection, and the calibration of the tangential mass-flow rate. The upstream settling chamber volume +set was

doubled. Furthermore, the pressure fluctuations upstream from the nozzle were recorded and analyzed.

Here, measurement results using the improved swirl-nozzle interaction setup are reported for the first time. The

improved setup made the downstream detection and quantitative measurement of the swirl-nozzle interaction generated

acoustic amplitude possible, a feat which had not previously been achieved. The influence of the duration of the

tangential injection time was investigated. This provides an indication of the validity range of the quasi-steady model

reported in Ref. [16].

II. Description of experimental setups
The improved swirl-nozzle interaction setup and its measurement procedure are described in section II.A. The setup

and procedure used to calibrate the tangentially injected mass-flow rate are described in section II.B.

A. Acoustic measurements setup

In Fig. 1 a sketch of the acoustic measurement setup is shown. The upstream part of the setup consisted of a settling

chamber (+set = 10.5 × 10−3 m3) with a bell-mouth inlet to a tube section. This 220 mm long tube section had a
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Vθ = 2.8× 10−3 m3

Vset = 10.5× 10−3 m3

Low frequencies : acoustically damped termination

Fast switching injection valve

R2

Settling chamber

Tangential injection reservoir

ṁ1

R1

High frequencies: anechoic

Fig. 1 Sketch of swirl-nozzle interaction setup.

'1 = 15 mm radius. A single tangential-injection port module (Fig. 2) was connected to the downstream end of the

aforementioned tube section. The injection port module was composed of a 70 mm long upstream pipe section with a

radius of '1 = 15 mm. Tangential injection of air into the stationary axial base flow was performed through a port

machined in the middle of the module, which had a small nozzle of outlet diameter '\ = 1.25 mm. Air injection was

done using a fast-switching valve for a variable duration of g\ . This was repeated 300 times every 3 s. The valve was

connected to the injection port through a 37 mm long tube with a 4 mm inner diameter. The nominal opening and

closing times of the valve were reported by the manufacturer to be 2.5 ms [17]. Although the valve has an opening

time of 2.5 ms, the authors found that the pressure response measured, by means of a GRAS 40BP 1/4" ext. polarized

pressure microphone mounted flush in the wall 185 mm upstream from the tangential-injection point, shows that the

valve takes longer to close. This will be elaborated on in section III.B. The valve had three injection holes each with

radius 'valve = 0.90 mm. The effective radius of the injection valve had an estimated maximum effective opening radius

'eff =
√

3('valve) ' 1.56 mm. Analysis of measurements, section III.A, will show the effective radius of the choked

valve to be significantly smaller. The injection valve was connected to a +\ = 2.8 × 10−3 m3 injection reservoir, by

means of a 150 mm long plastic hose with an inner diameter of 12 mm. The injection reservoir was put under a pressure

?\ , by means of a compressed-air supply system, connected to the reservoir through a 3.5 m long 12 mm inner diameter

hose. ?\ was set by means of a valve with a mechanical dial. The dial values were calibrated a posteriori using a

NetScanner™ System Model 9116 manometer. Design details about the injection valve can be found in Ref. [17], and

about how it was operated in Ref. [15].

The tangential injection module was followed downstream by a 50 mm long uniform tube of radius '1 = 15 mm.

This tube was connected to a converging-diverging nozzle with throat radius 'th = 3.25 mm (cross-sectional surface

contraction ratio 1/16). Hence, the distance between the tangential-injection port and the nozzle inlet was 85 mm.

Downstream from the conical divergent part of nozzle (250 mm long) was a uniform tube with a radius of 20 mm and a
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Fig. 2 The tangential-injection module.

length of 1020 mm referred to as the “microphone section."

A GRAS 40BP 1/4" ext. polarized pressure microphone was mounted flush in its walls, calibrated using a Brüel

& Kjaer model 4228 pistonphone at |?′ref | = 123.92 dB and 5ref = 251.2 Hz, at a distance 1150 mm from the nozzle

throat. It was used to detect pressure waves generated by swirl-nozzle interaction. This acoustic signal ?′2 was recorded

using an OROS OR-36 12-channel analyzer with NVGate data acquisition system software, and sampling frequency

5B = 16384 Hz.

An acoustically damping termination was connected to the microphone section by a flexible tube (radius '2 = 20 mm

and 4000 mm length). The effect of acoustic reflections from this termination at low frequencies is discussed in Ref. [16].

It is only anechoic for high frequencies (above 300 Hz). The flexible tube was approximately four times longer than

the one used by Kings and Bake [15]. This is a significant improvement, as it prolongs the back-and-forth travel time

of an acoustic wave from the microphone to the downstream termination by more than a factor two. This enables the

measurement of the acoustic amplitude due to swirl-nozzle interaction in the downstream mic section, without the

influence of any acoustic reflections for a period of ca. 30 ms. Note that the observation time is also restricted by the

limited low frequency response of the microphone to about 40 ms.

A stationary non-swirling axial base flow was created by imposing a mass-flow rate of ¤<1 = 43 kg · h−1 in the

settling chamber. This was done using a Bronckhorst F-203AV linear resistance flow controller. At this mass-flow rate,

choked nozzle conditions were obtained with a reservoir pressure ?1 = 1.12 bar. This imposed an upstream nominal

nozzle inlet Mach number of "1 = 3.67 × 10−2. The pressure ?2 in the section downstream from the nozzle was

atmospheric ?atm = 1.01 bar with a Mach number of "2 = 2.27 × 10−2.
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B. Tangential mass-flow rate measurement setup

The tangential injection mass-flow rate ¤<\ was determined from the measured tangential injection reservoir pressure

?\ . To determine ¤<\ as a function of the injection reservoir pressure ?\ , steady flow measurements were used. For this

purpose, a Bronckhorst F-203AV linear resistance flow meter was installed upstream of the tangential injection reservoir.

The axial injection ¤<1 was set to zero. I.e., during the calibration procedure ?1 = ?2 = ?atm. This was done to ensure

that a 60 s tangential injection would not cause a dangerous increase of pressure in the setup (Fig. 1). A 60 s tangential

injection time was necessary to ensure that the Bronckhorst flow meter measured ¤<\ reliably. ?\ was measured using

a NetScanner™ System Model 9116 manometer, after 55 s of tangential injection. A tangential injection outlet port

radius '\ = 1.25 mm was used. The temperature in the lab was measured, and found to be )atm = 293.9 K.

III. Results

A. Tangential mass-flow rate measurement results

Two tangential-injection regimes were identified, one for which the injector was choked and the other not. In the

following these are referred to as critical and subcritical tangential injection, respectively.

In Fig. 3, the tangential injection mass-flow rate ¤<\ is plotted as a function of ?\/?1, in which the two regimes are

visible. The first (open circles) obtained with subcritical tangential injection (?\/?1 < 2.0), and the second (crosses)

obtained with critical tangential injection (?\/?1 > 2.5).

The data was fitted using the least squares matlab tool “polyfit.” This yielded, for the critical data:

( ¤<\ )crt,fit = Ucrt?\ (1)

where Ucrt = 6.676 × 10−9 kg · s−1 · Pa−1.

The critical injection radius '∗ of the tangential-injection valve, using

'∗ =

√
?atm ¤<\

c2\ ?\ datm

(
W + 1

2

) (W+1)/(4(W−1))
(2)

where W = 1.4 is the constant pressure to constant volume heat capacity ratio for dry air, 2\ = 344 m · s−1 the sound

speed in the injection reservoir, and datm = 1.20 kg ·m−3 the density of the atmospheric air. Eq. (1), can be substituted

into Eq. (2) to determine '∗. Doing so, one finds '∗ = 0.948 mm

One notes that the geometrical effective radius 'eff = 1.55 mm of the valve, and the tangential-injection port radius

'\ = 1.25 mm are larger than '∗. This means that for critical flow, ¤<\ is fixed by the valve. Thus, when performing

acoustic measurements, the tangential mass-flow rate ¤<\ can be calculated using
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¤<\ = c('∗)2d12\
?\

?1

(
2

W + 1

) (W+1)/(2(W−1))
. (3)

were d1 and ?1 are the density and absolute pressure upstream from the convergent-divergent choked nozzle.

For the subcritical tangential-injection data ?\/?1 < 2.0, the following fit is proposed

¤<\ = d121

(
?\

?1

) (W−1)/(2W)
"inj( 9 (4)

where ( 9 and "inj are the effective injection jet cross-section and injection Mach number, respectively. ( 9 is calculated

using the following fit relation

( 9 = c(!1"inj + !0)2 (5)

where !0 = 0.79313 mm and !1 = 0.13027 mm, and the effective jet Mach number "inj is determined using

"inj =

√√√
2

W − 1

((
?\

?1

) (W−1)/W
− 1

)
. (6)

Eq. (4) is based on a compressible isentropic flow model between the valve and the injection jet. Additional losses occur

downstream from the valve, and upstream of the injection port. Therefore, the effective injection Mach number "inj is

not an actual jet Mach number and can be larger than unity.

B. Acoustic measurement results

The acoustic signals, recorded as a result of the 300 consecutive 3 s measurements, were phase averaged using

the technique reported in Ref. [15]. The phase-averaged signal contained strong acoustic oscillations due to e.g. a

quarter-wavelength oscillation (ca. 250 Hz) of the upstream pipe section of setup [16]. These spurious oscillations can

clearly be seen in the non-filtered acoustic signals (finely dashed black lines) in Fig. 4.

The results shown in Fig. 4 were obtained with a 10 ms long square pulse of 10 V amplitude (blue line and vertical

axis on the right hand side), used to trigger the opening and closing of the valve, and absolute injection-reservoir pressure

?\ = 5.09 bar. The vertical axes, in Figs. 4(a) and 4(b) correspond to the downstream ?′2 (microphone positioned

1150 mm downstream from the nozzle throat) and upstream ?′1 (microphone positioned 270 mm upstream from the

nozzle inlet) acoustic signals. In both, the finely dotted lines correspond to the phase-averaged signals, while the solid

black line corresponds to these signals filtered using a moving-average filter with a high-pass cut-off frequency of

52 = 234.06 Hz. Note that the moving-average filter causes a 2 ms delay of the signal. The solid vertical lines at

C = 2.5 ms correspond to the point in time when the tangential-injection valve was opened. The vertical dashed lines at

8 ms correspond to the approximate moment the upstream generated swirl structure entered the nozzle. At this point the
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Fig. 3 ¤<\ as a function of ?\/?1.

presence of swirl decreased the mass-flow rate through the choked nozzle, which caused an acoustic signal to be emitted

downstream. This swirl-nozzle interaction signal had an amplitude of ca. |?′2 |max = 140 Pa, as can clearly be seen in

Fig. 4(a). The vertical dashed-dotted lines at 27 ms correspond to the point in time when the valve was closed. One

notes that this corresponds to the point in time were the upstream reservoir pressure ?1 ceased to rise, as can be seen

in Fig. 4(b). The dotted lines at 32.5 ms correspond to the approximate moment at which the swirl exits the nozzle.

Without the presence of swirl in the nozzle throat the mass-flow rate returns back to its swirl-free steady state value,

causing ?′2 to increase back to zero. Note that the time it takes for an plane acoustic wave to travel from the downstream

microphone to the downstream termination and back is ca. 30 ms. Thus, the ?′2 signal for C > 37 ms (thick vertical line

in Fig. 4(a)) is polluted by a upstream traveling reflection of the signal detected at C ' 7.0 ms. Approximately 3 ms

later, the upstream traveling reflection of signal, detected for C < 37 ms, reaches the choked nozzle and reflects. This

established a damped quarter-wavelength oscillation in the downstream section of the setup. Thus, in the presently

reported measurements, the most pertinent signal solely due to swirl-nozzle interaction was detected between C ' 7 ms

and C ' 37 ms.

In the following, a simple model for the increase in upstream reservoir pressure ?1 is constructed. This done by

means of an integral mass balance. An adiabatic compression and a uniform pressure in the upstream reservoir are

assumed. I.e., neglecting the changes in reservoir temperature and mass flux through the nozzle, one finds
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(a) Downstream microphone.

(b) Upstream microphone.

Fig. 4 (a) Downstream recorded swirl-nozzle interaction signal ?′2. (b) Upstream recorded reservoir pressure
change ?′1 due to tangential injection.
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Fig. 5 Moving-average filtered ( 52 = 234.06 Hz) downstreammeasured acoustic response ?′2 due to swirl-nozzle
interaction, for four tangential injection times g\ .

+set

22
1

d?′1
dC

= ¤<\ . (7)

¤<\ is assumed constant and to corresponds to the static calibration for given constant pressure ?\ in the tangential

injection reservoir. Using this calibration, described in section II.B, one finds ¤<\ = 12.5 kg · h−1 for ?\ = 5.09 bar.

Solving for d?′1/dC, and integrating with respect to time, one finds

?′1 =
d?′1
dC
(C − Copen) '

22
1 ¤<\

+set
(C − Copen) (8)

were Copen = 2.5 ms is the moment the tangential-injection valve is opened. The predicted linear increase in pressure

is shown as a dashed black line in Fig. 4(b). One observes that Eq. (8) is fairly accurate in prediction of the initial

linear increase in upstream reservoir pressure due to tangential air injection. This underpins the validity of the static

calibration, described in section II.B. Just before the closing of the valve, one observes a deviation of the upstream

pressure from the predicted linear increase. The authors assume that this to be due to the limited low-frequency response

of the microphone.

The upstream pressure fluctuations ?′1 are partially transmitted to the downstream microphone as so-called direct

sound [15, 16]. This causes the initial positive pressure pulse observed in Fig. 4(a) around C = 7 ms.

The effect of the gradual increase of ?1 is less clear. For high upstream unsteady injection mass-flow rates it appears
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Fig. 6 Dimensionless downstream amplitude of downstream measured acoustic response ?′2d2c
2'4

2/ ¤<
2
\

(moving-average filtered value) due to the ingestion of swirl (g\ ' 25 ms) as a function of time C after the
electrical trigger used to open the valve was initiated.

to be negligible. This was confirmed by experiments in which the upstream air injection was radial. However, as will be

touched on later, the gradual increase of ?1 has, relatively speaking, a more significant effect on ?′2 for lower unsteady

mass-flow rates.

The results in Fig. 4(a) show that shortly after the start of the decrease in downstream pressure ?′2, a plateau is

reached at ca. −140 Pa. This plateau indicates quasi-steady behavior. In Fig. 5, results are shown which obtained with

electrical pulse widths of 3.0 ms, 5.0 ms, 7.0 ms, and 10 ms. These pulse widths corresponds to g\ ' 8 ms (the shortest

experimentally achievable; dotted line), g\ ' 16 ms (dashed-dotted line), g\ ' 20 ms (dashed line), and g\ ' 25 ms

(solid line), respectively. This indicates that for the presently reported experiments, quasi-steady modelling remains

applicable. Even for g\ ' 8 ms , which generates the shortest achievable swirl structure axial length (ca. 6'1).

By means of the variation of ?\ , the influence of ¤<\ on swirl-nozzle interaction generated sound was investigated.

In Fig. 6, the dimensionless (moving-average filtered) downstream measured acoustic response ?′2d2c
2'4

2/ ¤<
2
\
is shown

as a function of time C. One clearly sees that there is a global collapse of the data. This means that the downstream

measured acoustic response due to swirl-nozzle interaction is proportional to ¤<2
\
.

Note that the initial positive direct-sound pulse around C = 7 ms does not collapse in this dimensionless representation.

This is because this pulse has an amplitude proportional to ¤<\ , as opposed to ¤<2
\
.

On a longer time scale, the upstream reservoir pressure ?1 gradually increases (see Fig. 4(b)). This causes a slight
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and gradual increase of ?2, which is most pronounced in this dimensionless representation for low ¤<\ . This explains

why, for ?\ = 2.16 bar in Fig. 6 after the sudden pressure decrease due to swirl-nozzle interaction 10 ms < C < 15 ms,

one observes a gradual increase of ?′2d2c
2'4

2/ ¤<
2
\
, while for higher ¤<\ the pressure ?′2d2c

2'4
2/ ¤<

2
\
remains almost

constant until the effect of the injection valve closure is observed. One notes that the valve closure time is ?\ dependent.

This is contrasted by the valve opening time, which is apparently not influenced by ?\ . The perfect collapse of the

data during the opening phase of the valve indicates that quasi-steady behavior is likely to prevail for time scales of the

order of 1 ms. This corresponds to upstream swirl structures with an axial length of the order of '1. In view of the

contraction ratio of ('1/'th)2 = 16 of the nozzle, the axial swirl length while passing through the throat would be of the

order of 16'1. Hence, quasi-steady behavior seems a reasonable assumption.

Assuming that the upstream swirl intensity (1 is proportional to ¤<\ , one finds that ?′2 ∝ (2
1 in the present experiments.

This scaling with (2
1 was predicted by the quasi-steady theory reported in Ref. [16].

IV. Conclusion
Analysis of original swirl-nozzle interaction experiments show that the acoustic response depends quadratically on

the tangential mass-flow rate ¤<\ . This was, assuming that the upstream generated swirl intensity is proportional

to ¤<\ , predicted by a previously-published quasi-steady model for the swirl-nozzle interaction sound source. The

tangential-injection time g\ was varied, to investigate its influence on the acoustic response. The data shows that g\ does

not influence the amplitude of the acoustic response. This indicates that quasi-steady modelling remains applicable,

even for the smallest generated swirl structure with an axial length of ca. 6'1. This axial length is still long compared to

the nozzle length. Given that structures entering a choked nozzle are elongated significantly in the axial direction, the

authors infer that quasi-steady theory remains valid even for much shorter structures, with an axial length of ca. '1.

The excellent scaling of the data on ¤<2
\
during the swirl-ingestion phase supports the inferred extended validity of the

quasi-steady theory.
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